PROHIBITION
ENDS AT LAST!

We should be careful, indeed, when we make criminal
conduct of what is believed by vast numbers of men
and women to be fair and honest and right.
-CLARENCE DARROW

DECEMBER 5, 1933. 14 YEAR DRY ERA ENDS TODAY
If Prohibition prohibited, if law reached morals,
the argument in favor of
drastic legislation would be
cogent, indeed. But the
actual experience had
everywhere shows exactly
the contrary. The scheme is
the offspring of emotional
insanity. It would nowise
accomplish the ends it aims
at. It would simply ruin
whole classes and regions,
reduce values and increase

taxes, leaving the drink evil
untouched in its nature to
readjust itself to changed
conditions, as it has
done everywhere that
Prohibition has laid its
blight.
The fact cannot be
successfully contradicted
that Prohibition established
by law does not produce
Te m p e r a n c e o r s t o p t h e
liquor ha bit w he re the
public s e ntime nt o f the

local community does not
sustain the law. It merely
makes men outlaws instead
of encouraging a respect for
law and order.
This idea of driving
people to do what somebody
else thinks is right, what
somebody else thinks is
moral, has debauched the
world with more crimes
than any other despotic action by dominant
government.

Prohibition was a tyrannous scheme to establish virtue and
morality by law. -CONGRESSMAN OSCAR UNDERWOOD

PROHIBITION ONLY DRIVES DRUNKENNESS BEHIND
DOORS AND INTO DARK PLACES, AND DOES NOT
CURE IT, OR EVEN DIMINISH IT.
-MARK TWAIN
Drinking has increased, the speakeasy has replaced the saloon, a vast
army of lawbreakers has been recruited and financed on a colossal
scale...and crime has increased to a level never seen before.
-JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER JR.

Prohibition is a deathblow to the liberty of the individual because it
prohibits what is not wrong in itself. The right to eat and drink
what we please is an inalienable human right of which even a
majority cannot deprive us without at the same time robbing us of
our liberty.
-HON. EUGENE QUIGLEY

RESPECT FOR THE LAW HAS NOT INCREASED,
BUT DIMINISHED. -H.L. MENCKEN
I think the thing that stands out for me most when I think about
prohibition is the law of unintended consequences.
-FIORELLO LA GUARDIA
It is comforting,
perhaps, to seek the
cause for our troubl es o u t si d e o f u s
instead of in us, and
it is so convenient to
assign one cause for
all the ills of society;

but is it just and is it
true? I say to you, my
prohibition friends,
your movement is
doomed to defeat,
because you build on a
foundation of sand,
on a perverted

principle, namely,
the idea that
you can promote
sobriety from
w it h ou t in s t ead of
from within, by law
instead of by moral
suasion.

-HON. RICHARD BARTHOLDT

PROHIBITION WAS THE OPENING WEDGE TO TYRANNY.
-IRENEE DUPONT

We are convinced that
National Prohibition,
wrong in principle, has
been equally disastrous
in consequences in the
hypocrisy, the corruption, the tragic loss of
life and the appalling
increase of crime
which have attended
the abortive attempt
to enforce it; in
the shocking effect

it has had upon the
youth of the nation;
in the impairment of
constitutional guarantees of individual
rights; in the weakening of the sense of
solidarity between
the citizen and
the government
which is the only
sure basis of a
country's strength.

-WOMEN’S ORGANIZATION FOR NATIONAL
PROHIBITION REFORM

THE ONLY PURPOSE FOR WHICH POWER CAN RIGHTFULLY BE
EXERCISED OVER ANY MAN OF A CIVILIZED COMMUNITY AGAINST
HIS WILL IS TO PREVENT HARM TO OTHERS.
-JOHN STUART MILL
Different persons require different conditions for
their development. Things which are helpful to one
person are hindrance to another. The fact that people
have diversities of taste is reason enough for not
attempting to shape them all after one model.
In a free government sumptuary laws are in
contravention of the rights and liberty of the
individual. Whenever by force of law it is sought to
rectify "vice," that government becomes the
abettor of persecution, the friend of hypocrites,
and the ally of tyranny. You must bear in mind
that the laws of nature are supreme, and laws
enacted by man in opposition thereto would be
unnatural and untenable.
-Herman T. Goebel

The time has come to work
towards some solution which
takes more account of the
inevitable traits of human
nature.
-GENERAL JOHN. J.
PERSHING
Prohibition forced by a majority
on an unwilling minority will
always remain a living source of
the spirit of disregard for law.
Yet, "unwilling" minority is
too weak an epithet; the
question is of a minority
which considers the
arbitrary rule undemocratic, absurd,
i mmoral , an d w h i ch
really believes that it
is justified in finding
a way around a
contemptible law.

-Hugo
Munsterberg
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